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Abstract— We present a novel miniaturized dual-band

implantable antenna for microwave backscattering at
2.4/4.8 GHz. These bands are recently emerging as highly
promising for batteryless implants, viz. implants that
receive power from an exterior interrogator at 2.4 GHz
and backscatter their sensed signals at 4.8 GHz. Compared
to the smallest reported 2.4/4.8 GHz implantable antenna,
the proposed design is miniaturized by 39%, and exhibits
higher gain by 10.3 dB (at 2.4 GHz) and 2.6 dB (at 4.8
GHz). To validate the antenna performance under
anatomically correct conditions, post mortem human
subject (PMHS) testing is performed. To our knowledge,
this is the first time that implantable antennas are tested in
PMHS and further compared vs. simulations in tissueemulating models. Notably, good agreement exists between
the two, with the proposed antenna exhibiting a reflection
coefficient of < -4.5 dB at both 2.4 and 4.8 GHz for all six
subcutaneous locations measured: left/right sides of thigh,
hip, and abdomen.
Index
Terms—
Biomedical telemetry, harmonic
backscattering, implantable antennas, in vivo testing,
wireless implants.

I. INTRODUCTION

W

IRELESS implants (brain sensors, glucose monitors,
etc.) [1]-[3] can dramatically improve the quality of
healthcare by providing round-the-clock monitoring of deep
tissue vitals. Numerous implantable antennas have been
designed to allow for communication links to be wireless [4][18]. One of the major challenges associated with wireless
implants relates to the way of powering them. Batteries are
typically employed, but they are bulky and require frequent
replacement/recharging. Enabling batteryless operation would
help improve the implants’ unobtrusiveness and long-term
stability. One way to achieve this goal is through microwave
harmonic backscattering [4]-[6].
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Microwave harmonic backscattering allows for batteryless
communication between an exterior (e.g., wearable)
interrogating antenna and an implanted antenna in 3 steps: 1)
the interrogating antenna transmits a fundamental frequency to
an implanted antenna, 2) the implant receives the signal and
mixes it with a biological signal (such as a neuropotential),
and 3) the implant backscatters the harmonic mixed with the
biological signal back to the interrogating antenna [4]-[6].
Expectedly, this technique necessitates the design of antennas
that can radiate at both a fundamental frequency as well as the
harmonic of said fundamental frequency. The Industrial,
Scientific and Medical (ISM) band of 2.4-2.5 GHz is a natural
choice for implanted medical devices [19]. Hence, microwave
backscattering approaches reported to date for batteryless
implants have used the 2.4/4.8 GHz bands [4]-[6].
Nevertheless, state-of-the-art implantable antennas for dualband operation at 2.4/4.8 GHz exhibit relatively large
footprints and/or low values of realized gain. Indeed, Table I
compares the performance of previously reported 2.4/4.8 GHz
implantable antennas vs. the proposed design (an identical 2
mm-deep subcutaneous implantation scenario is assumed in all
cases). As seen, the smallest 2.4/4.8 GHz implantable antenna
reported to date exhibits a footprint of 87 mm2 and low
broadside realized gains of -27 dB (at 2.4 GHz) and -14.6 dB
(at 4.8 GHz) [6], stemming from poor matching at resonances.
By contrast, antennas [4]-[5] offer higher realized gain, but
utilize over 400% more surface area than this work, which is
highly undesirable for implantation.
In this Letter, we propose a novel 2.4/4.8 GHz antenna that,
compared to the smallest previous design [6], exhibits: a) a
39% decrease in footprint, and b) higher gain by 10.3 dB (at
2.4 GHz) and 2.6 dB (at 4.8 GHz). To test the antenna under
anatomically correct conditions, the fabricated prototype is
implanted in six subcutaneous locations (left/right sides of
thigh, hip, and abdomen) of a post mortem human subject
(PMHS). Measurement results are further compared with
Finite Element (FE) simulations in multi-layer tissue models,
showing good agreement. To our knowledge, this is the first
time that implantable antennas are validated in PMHSs.
Testing implanted antennas is commonly performed via tissueemulating phantoms [15] or animal testing [16]. However,
none of these approaches accurately emulate the human body
anatomy. By contrast, our study is the first to demonstrate the
feasibility of PMHS testing in implantable antenna design and
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TABLE I. COMPARISON OF STATE-OF-THE-ART 2.4/4.8 GHZ IMPLANTABLE ANTENNAS VS. THE PROPOSED DESIGN AT 2 MM IMPLANTATION DEPTH
Ref.

Broadside Realized
Gain (2.4 / 4.8 GHz)

Substrate Material

Antenna Type

[4]

-16.2 / -2.67 dB

FR-4 (εr =4.6)

E-shaped Patch

[5]

-14.8 / -4.41 dB

FR-4 (εr =4.6)

E-shaped patch with meandering arms

[6]

-27.0 / -14.6 dB

TMM 13i (εr =12.85)

This
work

-16.7 / -12.0 dB

TMM 13i (εr =12.85)

E-shaped patch with meandering arms and a
higher permittivity dielectric
E-shaped patch with meandering arms, higher
permittivity dielectric and shorting pin

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Proposed 2.4/4.8 GHz implantable antenna: (a) model with
dimensions shown in Table II, and (b) fabricated prototype.
TABLE II. DIMENSIONS OF THE PROPOSED IMPLANTABLE ANTENNA

Parameter
La
Lb
Lc
Ld
Le
Lf

Antenna
Footprint
15 mm × 15 mm
(225 mm2)
15mm × 16 mm
(240 mm2)
8.7 × 10 mm2
(87 mm2)
7.7 × 6.9 mm2
(53.13 mm2)

Value
7.7 mm
1.7 mm
0.9 mm
1.6 mm
0.3 mm
0.7 mm

Parameter
Wa
Wb
Wc
Wd
Pa
Pb

Value
6.9 mm
5.8 mm
5.1 mm
1.4 mm
3.4 mm
1.1 mm

its potential to quantify detuning related to anatomical- and/or
surgery-specific variations.
II. ANTENNA DESIGN
The proposed implantable antenna is shown in Fig. 1 with
design parameters given in Table II. The antenna employs a
miniaturized patch design, maintaining a volume of 7.7 × 6.9
× 1.52 mm3. This offers a 39% reduction in surface area as
compared to the previously smallest 2.4/4.8 GHz design [6].
This was accomplished by a) fabricating the antenna on a high
permittivity substrate (TMM 13i, εr =12.85 and tanδ =
0.0019), b) meandering the arms to increase their electrical
length, and c) including a shorting pin (at point Pb shown in
Fig. 1). The shorting pin is primarily used to increase the
effective size of the antenna, miniaturizing, in turn, its
physical dimensions. This miniaturization technique acts much
the same way as a ground plane doubles the height of a
monopole antenna in [20]. The antenna is excited with a 50 Ω
UFL connector on the ground plane and a 1 mm diameter via
connecting it to the conducting plane at point Pa. To ensure
biocompatibility, the antenna is coated with a 0.4 mm layer of
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, εr =2.8 and tanδ = 0.001) [21].
Current densities are plotted in Fig. 2. The 2.4 GHz resonance

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Simulated current densities of the implantable antenna at (a) 2.4
GHz, and (b) 4.8 GHz.

is developed from current flowing to the grounding via and
around the meandering arm, whereas the 4.8 GHz resonance is
primarily developed from the meandering arms.
III. SIMULATIONS
A. Simulation Set-Up
Finite Element (FE) simulations were carried out in Ansys
High Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS). As shown in
Fig. 3, the antenna was placed right under the skin layer of a
3-layer rectangular tissue model, exhibiting a 2-mm-thick skin
layer, an 8-mm-thick fat layer, and a 10-mm-thick muscle
layer. Similar skin/fat thicknesses and implantation depths are
reported in [4]-[6], [17]-[18]. The primary consideration of
antenna design is the skin thickness as noted in [17]. The
properties of the aforementioned tissues are laid out in Table
III for both frequency bands of interest [22], [23].
B. Simulation Results
Antenna design was optimized for maximum realized gain
at 2.4 GHz and 4.8 GHz. All antenna design parameters were
parameterized, with the goals being: a) an overall footprint of
smaller than [6], and b) broadside realized gain values higher
than [5] for each of the bands. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 4, the
final design exhibits broadside realized gain values of -16.7
dB (at 2.4 GHz) and -12.0 dB (at 4.8 GHz), which is 10.3 dB
and 2.6 dB higher than [6], respectively. This occurs because
the antenna has better matching and better directivity/beam
shape than the previously designed antennas, thus exhibiting
improved realized gain. Concurrently, the antenna footprint is
39% smaller than [6].
The reflection coefficient (|S11|) of the proposed implantable
antenna as a function of frequency is shown in Fig. 5. As seen,
the antenna is well-matched at the target frequencies of 2.4
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Fig. 5. Simulated antenna reflection coefficient vs. frequency.
Fig. 3. Simulation set-up used to design the proposed antenna, which is
placed directly under the 2mm skin layer.
TABLE III. PROPERTIES OF HUMAN TISSUE AT 2.4/4.8 GHZ [21], [22]

Property
(2.4/4.8 GHz)
εr
σ (S/m)
tanδ
Density (kg/m3)

Skin

Fat

Muscle

38.1 / 35.9
1.44 / 2.91
0.28 / 0.30
1010

5.29 / 5.05
0.10 / 0.23
0.15 / 0.17
920

52.8 / 49.8
1.71 / 2.65
0.24 / 0.29
1040

(a)

Fig. 4. Realized gain (dB) radiation pattern of the proposed implantable
antenna vs. polar angle (coordinate system defined in Fig. 2).

and 4.8 GHz, exhibiting a reflection coefficient of -5.4 dB and
-10.0 dB, respectively. As noted above, our design
optimization criteria related to maximizing the broadside
realized gain at 2.4 / 4.8 GHz. That is, minimization of |S11| at
the target frequency was not a design criterion on its own,
hence the minor detuning. The antenna can In any case, the
achieved reflection coefficient is certainly acceptable,
indicating that 71.2% (at 2.4 GHz, where |S11|=-5.4 dB) and
90.0% (at 4.8 GHz, where |S11|=-10dB, per Fig. 5) of the
energy flows into the antenna. To improve the matching, a
feasible alternative could be to include a lumped element
matching network. The 10-dB bandwidth across the 2.4 GHz
and 4.8 GHz bands is equal to 80 MHz and 115 MHz,
respectively.
Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) simulations were also
performed for the implantable antenna, as shown in Fig. 6(a)
and Fig. 6(b) for 2.4 GHz and 4.8 GHz, respectively. The plots
show the SAR averaged over 1 g of tissue (SAR1g). It was
found that input power levels as high as 4.75 mW at 2.4 GHz

(b)
Fig. 6. SAR1g simulations at: a) 2.4 GHz (input power = 4.75 mW), and
b) 4.8 GHz (input power = 2.80 mW).

and 2.80 mW at 4.8 GHz guarantee conformance with the
FCC patient safety guidelines (i.e., SAR1g ≤ 1.6 W/kg [24]).
IV. IN VIVO TESTING IN PMHS
A. Measurement Set-Up
For validation, the proposed 2.4/4.8 GHz implantable
antenna design was fabricated (see Fig. 1(b)), and further
implanted in six (6) locations of a PMHS. The PMHS was a
65 year old male (weight: 78.5 kg; height: 185.4 cm),
available through The Ohio State University’s Body Donor
Program. The PMHS did not have any disease or abnormality
on the skin, subcutaneous tissue and muscle. All applicable
Body Donor Program and University guidelines were
reviewed and followed.
Antenna implantation was performed on the left and right
side of three locations: lateral aspect of the mid-thigh over the
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TABLE IV. MEASURED REFLECTION COEFFICIENT AT RESONANCES IN
VARIOUS PMHS LOCATIONS

Fig. 7. Fresh PMHS with incision locations (thigh, hip, and abdomen)
shown on the right side. Similar incisions were performed on the left side.

Fig. 8. Simulated vs. measured reflection coefficient (|S11|) of the
implantable antenna inside of the PMHS thigh.

Fig. 9.
Simulated vs. measured reflection coefficient (|S11|) of the
implantable antenna inside of the PMHS hip.

Location

2.4 GHz Band
|S11|
BW
(dB)
(MHz)

4.8 GHz Band
|S11|
BW
(dB)
(MHz)

Left Thigh

-14.3

212

-4.5

372

Right Thigh

-8.8

218

-18.5

513

Left hip

-9.8

242

-19.9

584

Right hip

-5.4

224

-8.8

472

Left Abdomen

-8.4

260

-7.9

343

Right Abdomen

-13.5

236

-12.5

360

Simulations

-5.4

81

-10

115

super-imposed with simulation results for the 3-layer tissue
model of Fig. 2. As seen, the antenna is matched most closely
in the abdomen, possibly due to the tightness of the PMHS’s
skin in that location from lying in the supine position.
Variations in the performance at different locations can most
likely be attributed to the differences in skin thicknesses
and/or minor variations in the incision formation of the
subcutaneous “pockets”.
Table IV provides quantitative data of the measured
reflection coefficient magnitude at 2.4/4.8 GHz and the
respective bandwidths. Simulation results from Fig. 4 are also
included for completeness. As seen, the best matched
measurement to the 2.4/4.8 GHz resonance goal is the right
abdomen with both resonances being below -10 dB. The worst
matched resonance is the 4.8 GHz in the left thigh, which only
has a -4.5 dB reflection coefficient. The antenna bandwidth
increases as compared to simulation, showing that the PMHS
is lossier than the simulation model. Notably, a reflection
coefficient of < -4.5 dB is measured at both 2.4 and 4.8 GHz
for all six subcutaneous locations. This implies that at least
64.5% of the provided energy flows into the antenna in all
cases.
V. CONCLUSION

Fig. 10. Simulated vs. measured reflection coefficient (|S11|) of the
implantable antenna inside of the PMHS abdomen.

vastus lateralis muscle, lateral aspect of the hip over the
gluteus maximus muscle at the level of the greater trochanter,
and anterolateral aspect of abdomen over the external oblique
muscle approximately 25.4 mm above umbilicus, as shown by
Fig. 7. Measurements of the antenna’s reflection coefficient
(|S11|) were conducted with a FieldFox Handheld VNA.
B. Measurement Results
The measured reflection coefficient performance in the
thigh, glute and abdomen is shown in Figs. 8-10, and further

In this paper, we proposed a novel miniaturized 2.4/4.8
GHz implantable antenna and verified its performance through
simulations and PMHS testing. Compared to the smallest
implantable antenna operating in the same bands [6], the
proposed design exhibits: a) 39% smaller footprint, and b)
higher realized gain by 10.3 dB (at 2.4 GHz) and 2.6 dB (at
4.8 GHz). PMHS testing was in good agreement with
simulated results. Certain detuning was measured, as
attributed to variations in anatomy, skin thickness, and
surgical incision procedure. Nevertheless, a reflection
coefficient of < -4.5 dB was measured in all cases implying
that at least 64.5% of the provided energy flows into the
antenna.
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